Literacy

-Reading – Reading a variety of fiction and non-fiction texts and answering
questions about the characters, plot, setting or information presented
within texts.
-Reading and comparing different versions of the Town Mouse and the
Country Mouse and retelling.
-Writing – writing postcards, character descriptions, non-chronological
reports, persuasions and instructions.
-Using sentence starters, adjectives and connectives /joining words to
write longer sentences.
- Punctuation: Writing names of people and places with a CAPITAL LETTER.
- Grammar : vowels, consonants, nouns, adjectives, verbs.

Maths
-Knowing Best Friends to 10 or 20.
-Counting, ordering and recognising numbers up to 100.
-Understanding place value and how to break down a 2-digit
number into tens and ones.
-Finding 10 more and 10 less.
-Identifying odd and even numbers.
-Adding and subtracting using money and real life problems.
-Looking for patterns when multiplying and dividing.

Geography
ICT
-Writing using word programmes to
record information.
- Developing mouse and keyboard skills.
- Using Digimaps to locate places- where
I live, Felpham, London.

P.E
-Gym: Finding different
balances and make different
shapes, controlling the body.
-Games: Developing ball
handling and dodging skills.

Music
-Exploring pitch and pulse.
-Listening to and creating different
sounds.
-Singing songs in rounds- London
Bridge.

YEAR 2
Autumn 2017
Happy Holidays
and Treasures
near and far.
(Comparing Felpham
London and the Prairie)

Art/Design Technology
-Mixing paints to create
different colours.
-Exploring art in the style of
Kandinsky.
- Painting sketches of London
landmarks using a twig!

- Naming the 4 different countries of the UK England,
Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales and their capital cities. London,
Edinburgh, Belfast and Cardiff.

-Finding places we have visited or know people, finding
these using maps.
-Identifying places that are in the UK and abroad and
how we might travel to them.
-Using maps to identify geographical features of our
local environment.
-Comparing what it is like to live in a city and in the
country.
-Knowing how Felpham is different from other places
(TREASURE HUNT AROUND FELPHAM).
-European Day of languages-lejour de France.

R.E and P.S.H.C.E
-Understanding why we need our Golden Rules.
-Trusting, sharing and accepting differences.

